Electronic cooling in hybrid normal metal-insulator-superconductor junctions is a promising technology for the manipulation of thermal loads in solid state nanosystems. One of the main bottlenecks for efficient electronic cooling is the electron-phonon coupling, as it represents a thermal leakage channel to the phonon bath. Graphene is a two-dimensional material that exhibits a weaker electronphonon coupling with respect to standard metals. For this reason, we study the electron cooling in graphene-based systems consisting of a graphene sheet contacted by two insulator/superconductor junctions. We show that, by properly biasing the graphene, its electronic temperature can reach base values lower than those achieved in similar systems based on metallic ultra thin films. Moreover, the lower electron-phonon coupling is mirrored in a lower heat power pumped into the superconducting leads, thus avoiding their overheating and preserving the cooling mechanisms. Finally, we analyze the possible application of cooled graphene as a bolometric radiation sensor. We study its main figures of merit, i.e. responsivity, noise equivalent power and response time. In particular, we show that the built-in electron refrigeration allows to reach a responsivity of the order of 50 nA/pW and a noise equivalent power of order of 10 −18 W Hz −1/2 while the response speed is about 10 ns corresponding to a thermal bandwidth in the order of 100 MHz.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low temperature physics at the micro-and nanoscale has found many practical applications in ultrafast electronics for computers [1, 2] , low-noise highsensitivity sensors [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and is still greatly contributing to the study of fundamental quantum-mechanical phenomena [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Hence, finding novel and efficient cooling schemes is of primary importance [3, 23] . Typically, ultra-low temperature cryogenics is accomplished mainly by exploiting He 3 /He 4 systems consisting in expensive and bulky machines, with unavoidable issues for space or portable applications. For this reason, important efforts are spent in the field of solid state cooling to the aim of realizing micro-refrigerators that can be efficient and scalable to an industrial standard. Many different systems have been proposed, based for example on chiral Hall channels [24] [25] [26] [27] , adiabatic magnetization [28, 29] , piezoelectric elements [30] , quantum dots [31] [32] [33] , single ions [34] , engines based on superconducting circuits [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] .
A cornerstone in this field is the electron refrigeration in voltage biased Normal metal-InsulatorSuperconductor (NIS) tunnel junctions [40, 41] . In such a system, the gap of the superconductor acts as an energy filter for the normal metal electrons: under a certain voltage bias the most energetic electrons, i.e. the hottest ones, are able to more easily tunnel in the superconductor, yielding a decrease of temperature in the N metal [3, 23, 40, 41] . The performance of this system is ad- * francesco.vischi@df.unipi.it versely affected by two main phenomena. One consists in a intrinsic thermal leakage owing to the electron-phonon coupling [3] . The phonons of the metal can be considered as a thermal bath, whose temperature is set by the substrate temperature. They interact over the metal volume with the electrons and, as a consequence, supply heat. Secondly, the heat extracted from the N metal heats up the superconducting leads, with the consequent decrease of the superconductive gap and deterioration of the energy filtering over the electrons [42] [43] [44] .
In this paper, we introduce a cooling scheme that permits to overcome the aforementioned limitations and makes electron cooling more accessible for concrete applications. In particular, we study the refrigeration of graphene based on two Graphene-InsulatorSuperconductor (GIS) tunnel junctions forming a SIGIS system. The graphene has the main advantage of a weaker electron-phonon coupling with respect to a metal. As a consequence, a SIGIS system can reach lower temperatures given the same cooling power and lower heat current pumped in the leads, decreasing the adverse superconductor heating effect.
From industrial point of view, SIGIS systems may also have high potentiality in wafer-scale integration thanks to the high quality currently reached in large-area graphene production. Moreover, the tunnel junction can be realized with hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), that is an insulating material extremely suitable to be combined with graphene due to the crystal similarities. The hBN layers can act as a tunnel barrier [45] and represent a valuable alternative to standard metal oxides insulators, simplifying the tunnel junction realization into standard steps.
The electron cooling mechanism in the hybrid struc- ture investigated here can be useful for different applications. A natural application of SIGIS cooling is in the detection of electromagnetic radiations via bolometric effect. It is known that SINIS systems (consisting in two NIS junctions) can be used as bolometers, where the built-in refrigeration enhances the responsivity and decreases the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . A SIGIS-based bolometer inherits the advantages of builtin refrigeration from a SINIS system, combining it with graphene optoelectronic properties [4] , such as wide energy absorption spectrum, ultra-fast carrier dynamics [52] [53] [54] , tunable optical properties via electrostatic doping [55, 56] , low dissipation rates, high mobility and a low thermal capacitance that allows a fast thermal response of the system [54, 56, 57] . The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the device model, the GIS tunneling and the thermal model. Section III studies the graphene base temperature in a biased SIGIS, giving also a comparison with a standard SINIS system. Section IV investigates the system response to perturbations and the related dynamical response time. In Section V we study the bolometric properties by focusing on the responsivity and the NEP. Finally, Section VI summarizes our main findings.
II. MODEL
We consider the system sketched in Figure 1 . It consists of a graphene sheet contacted by two superconducting leads through tunnel junctions with resistance R t . Superconductors are assumed made of aluminium with superconducting gap ∆ 0 = 200 µeV and critical temperature 1.3 K. The graphene can be deposited directly on SiO 2 or on hBN. The graphene has rectangular area, with geometrical dimensions A = W × L. The two leads, with dimensions W × W S , are placed at distance L (see Fig.  1b ) and connected to a voltage generator V ext . The electric current I is determined by the tunnel resistances R t and the graphene sheet resistance R G = Lρ/W , where the sheet resistivity ρ = 1/enµ depends on the carrier density n and the electron mobility µ. The graphene is gated with a back-gate placed under the substrate and connected to an external generator V G .
The proposed setup has many geometrical/fabrication parameters. As a consequence, we need to fix some of them to reasonable experimental values. By choosing proper geometrical dimensions for graphene sheet, we consider a negligible sheet resistance R G with respect to the tunnel resistance R t (R G R t ). This assumption allows to neglect the voltage partition between the junctions and the sheet and makes the Joule heating of graphene negligible. To this aim, we set the aspect ratio to L = W/5, corresponding to R G ≈ 250 Ω for graphene with µ ≈ 5000 cm 2 /Vs and residual carrier density n 0 ≈ 1 × 10 12 cm −2 , typical for graphene on SiO 2 [58] [59] [60] . A similar value of resistance can be considered for an encapsulated graphene in a hBN/G/hBN heterostructure, since mobilities are commonly over µ ≈ 50 000 cm 2 /Vs but the residual charge density are lower than n 0 ≈ 1 × 10 11 cm −2 [61] [62] [63] [64] . An advantage of the encapsulated graphene is that the top layer of ultra-thin hBN can be exploited as high quality tunnel junction if contacted with aluminum.
We consider a large graphene area A = 100 µm 2 . Large area samples are preferred for bolometric applications since they avoid graphene overheating, while keeping the device in linear response regime and extending the dynamical range of the detector [65, 66] . Moreover, a greater area reduces the temperature fluctuations, since the thermal inertia due to the heat capacity scales with the area. Given the aspect ratio and A we obtain L ≈ 4.5 µm and W ≈ 22 µm.
Finally, we fix the tunnel resistance at R t = 10 kΩ. This value is compatible with the order of magnitude for a tunnel junction made of 2-layer hBN [45, 67] and makes the assumption R t R G to hold. We also observe that, at this order of resistance, the tunnel barriers definitely suppress the proximity effect in graphene.
A. GIS tunneling and cooling
Here, we introduce the main equations and discuss the electron tunneling through a GIS junction. The tunneling rate is proportional to the Density of States (DoS) of graphene and superconductor [68] . The graphene DoS ν G reads [69] 
where ρ G0 is the DoS at the Fermi level, ρ G ( ) is the normalized graphene DoS and E F is the Fermi energy. The DoS at the Fermi level is related to the carrier density by
m/s is the Fermi velocity [69] , ≈ 6.6 × 10 −16 eV s is the reduced Planck constant.
The superconductor DoS is
where ρ S0 is the DoS at Fermi level of the normal state aluminium, ρ S ( ) is the superconductor normalized DoS, ∆(T ) is the temperature dependent BCS superconductivity gap, Γ D is the Dynes parameter that takes into account the finite quasi-particle lifetime [70, 71] and environmental assisted tunneling [72] . The Dynes parameter is responsible for the sub-gap tunneling of the cold electrons, affecting electric and heat current transport in a tunnel junction [23, 73] . Hereafter, we set a typical value Γ D = 10 −4 ∆ 0 [23] . Charge current in a GIS tunnel junction can be expressed as [67, 68] 
where V is the voltage drop across the tunnel junction, T G and T S are the graphene and superconductor electronic temperatures, respectively. Finally, f ( , T ) is the Fermi distribution. In the following we assume that V = V ext /2, neglecting the voltage drop across R G , since R G R t . Similarly the heat current from G to S is
We set the sign convention such that P GIS > 0 means that the heat is extracted from graphene towards superconductors. It is important to note that when the graphene Fermi energy E F is much greater than the superconducting gap ∆ 0 the graphene DoS dependence on energy can be disregarded in the tunneling integrals, i.e.
] defines an energy bandwidth of a few ∆ 0 around the Fermi level. In this energy window the graphene DoS has a variation of the order of ∆ 0 /E F that can be hence neglected when E F ∆ 0 . This condition in general holds experimentally, as indicated by the presence of a residual charge density n 0 [63] . The lowest values of residual charge density can be obtained in high quality hBN/G/hBN heterostructures and unlikely goes below n 0 ≈ 5 × 10 10 cm −2 [74] ; this value corresponds to the lowest value of Fermi energy that is E F = v F √ πn 0 ≈ 26 meV, that is at least 100 times the value of ∆ 0 ≈ 0.2 meV, confirming the condition for graphene Fermi energy ∆ 0 E F . We remark that the BCS theory provides that ∆(T ) < ∆ 0 , implying that E F ∆ 0 > ∆(T ), i.e. ensuring that the superconducting gap is lower than the Fermi energy at every temperature in the superconducting state. Tunneling integrals in Eqs. (4), (5) therefore take the standard functional form of the NIS tunneling expressions (see Refs. [3, 23, 75, 76] ). We point out that this approximation does not completely drop out the dependence of the tunnel integrals on the Fermi level/carrier density. It is indeed still contained in the tunnel resistance R t . We will discuss this point better at the end of this subsection. The GIS tunneling description relies then on the theory for a NIS junction [3, 23, 75, 76] . Figure 2a displays the behavior of P GIS versus V and T B = T G . In the regions where P GIS > 0 the heat is extracted from the graphene, implying electron cooling. It corresponds to the yellowgreen area delimited by the white curve of P GIS = 0. The cooling power is maximized, for given value of T B , at the optimal voltage bias V opt (T B ) (see red curve in Fig. 2a) . The cooling power value along the V opt curve is reported in Fig. 2b as function of the T B . The maximum is about
for a bath temperature about half of the critical temperature (∼ T B ≈ 0.6 K for aluminium) and V ≈ 0.82∆ 0 /2 (∼ 170 µV for aluminium). For R t = 10 kΩ the maximum cooling power corresponds to about P GIS ≈ 0.24 pW.
Low temperature (T S , T G ∆ 0 /k B ) approximated expressions of eqs. (4) and (5) are reported in Refs. [3, 23, 75, 76] . In this approximation, the optimal cooling is eV opt ≈ ∆ 0 − 0.66k B T S (see dotted black curve in Fig.  2a ), corresponding to an electric current
and an associated cooling power
Before concluding this section, we wish to discuss the dependence of equations (4) and (5) on the carrier density n. Since the latter is tuned by the gate voltage V G (see Fig. 1a ), this discussion is important to understand how the gating can affect the electric and thermal transport.
The electric and thermal currents depend on n through the tunnel resistance R t . The latter is proportional to the DoS of both the graphene and the superconductor and to the modulus square of the tunneling amplitude
2 ) [68, 77] . Since ρ G0 ∝ √ n, the GIS tunnel resistance depends on the carrier density as
where n = 0 is the residual carrier density. This equation implies
This simple scaling on n is valid when the approximation
Experimentally this condition is respected since charge density n can be tuned typically in a range from 5 × 10 10 cm −2 to 5 × 10 13 cm −2 , when using standard solid gating. This range is experimentally limited on the bottom by the presence of charge puddles [59] and on the top by the occurrence of gate dielectric breakdown caused by high voltage.
B. SIGIS Thermal model
In this section, we describe the thermal model that includes the GIS transport properties discussed above and the other thermal channels to graphene. The thermal model is sketched in Fig. 2c and is based on the following assumptions. We consider the graphene sheet homogeneously at the same temperature, neglecting the spatial dependence of T G , thanks to the high heat diffusivity in graphene [52] [53] [54] . Moreover, we treat the graphene phonon bath as a reservoir at fixed temperature T B . This assumption is physically reasonable owing to the negligible Kapitza thermal resistance between the graphene and the substrate [78] . Finally, we consider the superconductor electrons as a thermal reservoir well thermalized with the substrate, by imposing T S = T B . This assumption can be violated in real experiments, where the heat pumped into the superconductor heats up its quasiparticles and the weak electron/phonon (e/ph) coupling provides a poor cooling to the bath [3] . This effect is detrimental for the superconducting state and, as a consequence, for cooling. In general, this effect can be weakened by contacting the superconductor with hot quasiparticles traps or coolers in cascade [42-44, 79, 80] , making our assumption physically reasonable. Moreover, in a SIGIS system the amount of heat transferred into the superconductor is lower than that present in a SINIS system, because of the lower heat leakage from the phonon bath to the graphene electrons.
Thus, in our thermal model (see Fig. 2c ) the only variable is the graphene temperature T G , which is determined by the solution of the following heat balance equation
This equation takes into account the heat current across the two junctions 2P GIS , the electron-phonon coupling in graphene P e/ph , the Joule heating P J and a possible external power input P in (for example a radiation power) that we consider to investigate the bolometric response. We also consider the temporal dependence of T G introducing the electron heat capacity C, which plays the role of thermal inertia of the system when dynamic response is investigated. Let us consider the electron-phonon heat current P e/ph . Below the Bloch-Grüneisen temperature (∼ 50 K) it is characterized by the presence of two different regimes depending on whether the wavelength of thermal phonons is longer or shorter than the electron mean free path l mfp [67, 81] . In the clean regime (or short wavelength regime) the e/ph coupling reads
while in the dirty regime (or long wavelength regime) takes the form
where the parameters are [65, 67, 69, [81] [82] [83] [84] ] the sound speed s ≈ 2 × 10 4 m/s, the mass density ρ M ≈ 7.6 × 10 −7 kg/m 2 , the deformation potential D p ≈ 13 eV, l mfp ≈ 60 nm and the Riemann Zeta ζ(3) ≈ 1.2. As final result it is Σ C ≈ 0.024 pWµm −2 K −4 and Σ D ≈ 0.023 pWµm −2 K −3 . In the following we consider both the graphene regimes, writing the generic coupling
, where δ can be 3 or 4 according to a dirty or clean regime respectively and Σ δ is Σ C or Σ D coherently. In the temperature range between 0.1 K to 1 K the graphene on SiO 2 shows a dirty regime, while the hBN-encapsulated graphene has a clean regime [65, 67] . The reason is the different mobility (and therefore different electron mean free path) due to the presence of the hBN-encapsulation [65, 67, 81] .
The strength of the two regimes can be evaluated by the related thermal conductance G e/ph between electrons and phonons in a system where T G is perturbed from the equilibrium. G e/ph is calculated by the linear expansion P e/ph ≈ G e/ph (T G − T B ) where
The two regimes are of the same order of magnitude at T B = 1 K, but the different scaling makes the clean regime weaker with respect to the dirty one when T B below is 1 K.
The Joule heating term is due to the electron current flow in the resistive sheet of graphene. It is given by
and is a component that spoils the cooling power. In this system, the current-voltage characteristic is non-linear and the current is suppressed by the presence of the superconductor gap. The former scales as ∼ ∆ 2 0 R G /(eR t ) 2 , while the latter as ∼ ∆ 2 0 /e 2 R t . The ratio of the Joule heating and the cooling power then scales as ∼ R G /R t , implying that the cooling performance is not affected by the Joule effect when R G R t . In the numerical calculations we have set R G = 250 Ω and indeed we found out that the simulations yield a Joule heating that weakly affects the thermal equilibrium, which is instead dominated by the competition between P GIS , P e/ph and P in . For this reason, we neglect the Joule heating in the analytic results, while we keep it in the numerical ones.
The heat capacity for k B T G E F is given by the standard Fermi liquid result [82, 83, 85] 
where γ = (π 2 /3)k 2 B ρ G0 is the Sommerfeld coefficient. We notice that the linear behavior of C in temperature owes to the fact that k B T G E F , yielding the same behavior of a metal. The dependence of C on the Fermi energy (and hence by the residual charge by
Finally, we comment the dependence of the heat current contributions on the carrier density. To this aim we recall that the sheet resistivity is given by ρ ∝ 1/n, implying
This result and R t (n) in Eq. (8) return that
does not depend on n. Moreover, considering Eq. (10) and P e/ph ∝ √ n, the heat balance equation can be written
The dominant terms P GIS and P e/ph scale as √ n. The terms that are constant in n are the Joule heating and the external power input P in . Hence, the thermal properties are weakly affected by the graphene carrier density if the Joule heating is negligible and P in = 0. The heat balance equation in presence of an external source (P in = 0) will be discussed in Sec. V.
III. BASE TEMPERATURE
In this section, we investigate the stationary (∂ t T G = 0) quasi-equilibrium case of the heat balance equation (11) in the absence of external input power (P in = 0). Solving the balance equation for T G , we can calculate the base temperature T G,b reached by graphene under cooling. Fig. 3a reports a color map of T G,b /T B versus (V, T B ) for the case of clean graphene regime. The black line for T G /T B = 1 separates the region of cooling and heating of graphene. Fig. 3b reports T G versus V for chosen bath temperatures T B . When V → 0 the graphene temperature tends to the equilibrium with the bath temperature T B . The minimum temperature is reached when the voltage bias is set closely below ∆(T )/e. In the case of dirty regime, the cooling behavior is qualitatively similar to the one in clean graphene regime shown in Fig. 3a,b . However, the system in dirty graphene regime is quantitatively lower in performance respect to that in the clean graphene regime, due to the stronger e/ph thermal conductance (see Eq. (16) implies higher base temperatures.
When the Joule effect is negligible, the base temperature is given by the equilibrium between the electronphonon heating power and the junction cooling power. The former scales as the area A while the latter scales as P GIS ∝ R −1 t . As a consequence, the base temperature is lowered by decreasing the factor AR t . While the area A can be arbitrarily chosen, the junction resistance cannot be decreased at will since the R G R t condition must be satisfied, otherwise the detrimental Joule heating contribution is not negligible and the voltage partition between sheet and junctions must be properly considered.
The heat balance equation can be solved analytically at optimal bias and low temperatures if the Joule heating is negligible and if the graphene is in the dirty regime. With these assumptions, expression (7) can be used for P GIS and then the heat balance equation have a polynomial form that can be solved exactly. On the opposite, the T 4 G form of the e/ph coupling in clean regime yields a not analytically solvable balance equation. The analytic solution is obtained by substituting P GIS with the Eq. (7) and P e/ph with Eq. (15) in the thermal balance equation
that is a second order equation
with physical solution Figure 3c reports the dependence of T G,b on R t calculated numerically in case of dirty and clean regimes. The analytical result of Eq. (21) for T G,b in the dirty regime is represented by the red dashed line. We can notice that decreasing R t further reduces the achievable base temperature. The agreement between the numeric and analytic results for T G,b in the dirty regime is generally
1, the solution depends on the accuracy of the P GIS approximation with the consequence that the leading order approximation of P GIS in Eq. (7) is no anymore sufficient.
In order to investigate the advantage of graphene e/ph coupling, we make a comparison of the base graphene temperature in a SIGIS with the base temperature of a tunnel-cooled system based on a metallic thin film and a two dimensional electron gas (2DEG). To this aim, we solve the balance equation 2P GIS +P e/ph = 0 for the different systems, where P GIS is the same but P e/ph is the electron-phonon heat current in a metallic thin film or in a conventional 2DEG with parabolic band dispersion [16] . For simplicity, we neglect the resistances of metal and 2DEG and the related Joule heating. For the sake of comparison, we consider the same A and R t . For a metallic thin film it isP e/ph = AwΣ N (T [16, 86, 87] . At a temperature of the order of 1K, the coupling per unit area of the metal is about 40 times larger than that of graphene, while the coupling per unit area of the 2DEG is about 3 times larger. It can be expected that graphene and 2DEG can reach lower temperatures respect to the metallic thin film. This is shown in Fig. 3d where the base temperature of the different systems are plotted together. A deeper insight can be reached by comparing the e/ph thermal conductance per unit area of the different systems. We have in a metal G N /A = 5wΣ N T 4 B , in a 2DEG G 2DEG /A = 5Σ 2DEG T 4 B and in graphene G e/ph /A = δΣ δ T δ−1 B , with δ indicating different e/ph regime. It can be noticed that the former two have a better scaling behavior with respect to graphene. However, in a metal the coupling constant is large enough that this advantage is effective only below T B = 0.1 K, i.e. below the typical temperature range for the tunnel cooling. This can be seen in Fig. 3d where the metal curve reaches the graphene curves (dirty and clean) at about 0.1 K. We remark that a 1 nm thick metallic film is very challenging to be produced. A different conclusion holds for the 2DEG where the coupling constant Σ 2DEG is low enough that the T 5 scaling ofP e/ph can allow for a lower electron-phonon heat current in the temperature interval of interest. This can be seen in Fig.  3d , where the 2DEG reaches base temperature of the graphene at T ≈ 0.5 K for dirty graphene regime and at T = 0.3 K for clean graphene regime. This indicates that cooling performances for a 2DEG and a SIGIS are comparable. In this case, the main (and non trivial) advantage in graphene relies on the fabrication issues. Indeed, the growth of III-IV materials for 2DEGs requires the Molecular Beam Epitaxy that is an expensive technique. Furthermore, the use of 2DEGs implies the use of several steps of lithography, etching and evaporation of metals. On the opposite, Chemical Vapor Deposition is nowadays an established and cheaper technique for growing graphene or hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructures [64] , allowing an easier scalability to industrial standards.
IV. THERMAL RESPONSE DYNAMICS
In this section, we study the dynamics of the SIGIS in response to thermal perturbations from the base temperature, focusing on its response time. The latter is an important parameter for any time-dependent application, since it affects the thermal bandwidth of the system.
The response time is a parameter that appears in the transfer functions that involve thermal properties, such as the power-to-temperature transfer function or the bolometric responsivity. Both these quantities are studied below.
As an example of thermal response, we report in Figure 4 the numerical solution of the heat balance equation (11) at bath temperature T B = 0.5 K, optimal voltage bias eV opt (T B ) ≈ 0.87∆ 0 and dirty graphene regime. Figure 4a shows the evolution of temperature over the time. At t < 0, the graphene is at base temperature T G,b ≈ 0.37 K. The input power is null for the whole process, except at t = 0, where a power pulse drives the graphene temperature from T G,b to T G = 0.7 K. After this pulse, the graphene thermalizes to the bath temperature in about 50ns. The associated heat currents evolution is plotted in Fig. 4b . In the whole process it is 2P GIS + P e/ph + C(T G )∂ t T G = 0. At t < 0 the graphene is in a stationary state, where ∂ t T G = 0 and the equilibrium is given by 2P GIS + P e/ph = 0. From Fig.4b it can be noticed that the numerical calculations yield a Joule heating that is always negligible.
Important physical insight into the dynamics can be obtained by studying the case of small perturbations from the base temperature by linearizing the heat balance equation. Therefore, we consider the left hand side of Eq. (11) in a series expansion around T G = T G,b and we assume a constant heat capacity for small perturbations: C(T ) ≈ C(T G,b ). Moreover, we neglect the Joule heating contribution. In this way, we have the linearized thermal equation
where ∆T G = T G −T G,b and G GIS and G e/ph are thermal conductances associated to the junction and the electronphonon coupling, respectively. The first is
where the approximation in the last passage is valid at V opt and T S , T G ∆ 0 /k B . The electron/phonon channel G e/ph is given by Eq. (16) evaluated at the equilibrium point T G = T G,b .
The solutions of the linearized thermal balance equation (22) have the exponential form ∆T G ∝ e −t/τ th where τ th is the response time at V opt given by
. (24) The denominator in Eq. (24) is the sum of the junction and e/ph thermal conductances. Their different temperature scaling implies two regimes defined by the dominance of one of the two channels. The two regimes are separated by a crossover temperature T G,cr that can be estimated by equation G GIS (T G,b ) = G e/ph (T G,b ), yielding:
In our system we obtain T G,cr = 0.39 K for dirty graphene regime and T G,cr = 0.53 K for clean graphene regime. When T G,b T G,cr the junction conductance dominates over the e/ph conductance and τ th is
At T G,b T G,cr there's a regime dominated by the e/ph coupling, yielding
that depends only on the graphene properties and not on geometrical parameters of the SIGIS. (26)) and the e/ph coupling (Eq. (27)). For completeness, we considered different junction resistances R t . The characteristic time increases with R t , since the thermal conductance of the junction is lowered. In particular, at low T B , the curves of Fig. 5a indicate that τ th ∝ R t as given by Eq. (26) .
The results in Eq. (24) and Fig. 5a are obtained for V = V opt . τ th has a dependence also on the bias voltage, since the latter tunes the transport properties of the junction. Figure 5b reports τ th versus V calculated for different bath temperatures in the case of dirty graphene regime. We notice that the response time τ th decreases from 95 ns at V = 0 to 5 ns at V = V opt when T B = 0.1 K, because when the cooling operates the junction thermal conductance is enhanced.
This point can be investigated analytically. To evaluate the voltage dependence of the thermal response at small bias, we need the thermal conductance of the junction G GIS (T G = T B , V = 0) = ∂ TG P GIS (T G = T B , V = 0). It can be approximated by the tunnel integral expression in (23) 
At the leading order we obtain finally
(28) Linearizing the heat balance equation around the equilibrium state (T G = T B , V = 0) we obtain
. (29) The difference between τ th (V = 0) (Eq. (28)) and τ th (V = V opt ) (Eq. (23)) is strong. In particular, at low temperature the junction conductance is exponentially suppressed at zero bias, while G GIS has a large contribution is the optimally biased case.
The difference of τ th between the biased and unbiased case is remarked in Fig. 5c . Dashed curves show τ th in an unbiased system at (T G =T B =T , V =0), while solid curves show τ th in a biased system where we fix T G,b =T and T B , V opt (T B ) are set subsequently. For completeness, we show both the dirty (blue curves) and clean (red curves) graphene regimes. The difference in response time between V = 0 and V = V opt can reach one or two orders of magnitude depending on the value of T G and the graphene regime. Furthermore, at V = 0 there is no maximum in τ th , since both the G e/ph and G GIS are increasing functions of T G .
It is worth to note that the response time does not depend on carrier density n. Indeed, both C and G tot are proportional to √ n. As a consequence, the gating does not affect τ th .
Finally, we evaluate the temperature response to a finite external power signal P in = 0. This quantity will be exploited for investigating the bolometric response of the device. It is useful to write the linear heat balance equation (22) in the frequency domain including the signal P in (ω). We remark that the frequency ω of P in refers to the Fourier component of the power and not to the electromagnetic frequency. The resulting equation takes the form
(30) where T T P = 1/(G tot (1 + iωτ th )) is the power-totemperature transfer function. This equation shows that the SIGIS responds as a low-pass filter with cut-off frequency ω 0 = 1/τ th . Considering the values of τ th reported in Fig. 5a , the corresponding frequency is a range of 50 − 500 MHz. In the following section, this transfer function will be used to evaluate the responsivity, a figure of merit which quantifies the SIGIS performances as a bolometer.
V. BIASED SIGIS AS BOLOMETER
In this section, we study the cooled SIGIS as bolometer, where the input power P in is converted in a variation of current when the SIGIS is kept at a constant voltage bias. In detail, we characterize two bolometric figure of merit, the Responsivity and the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP).
The bolometric properties of the cooled electrons in a SINIS system have been studied in literature, see for example Refs. [48, 49, 51] . The main result is that the built-in refrigeration can enhance the responsivity and decrease the NEP. Here, we essentially follow a similar analysis for a SIGIS.
We point out that SIGIS systems have been investigated in literature, but with a different detection scheme where the system is biased well below the gap (V → 0) and the cooling is negligible. The purpose of this scheme is to decrease the thermal conductance across the junction in order to use the device at lower input power regimes [65, 66, 88] .
In the conclusion of this section we compare the bolometric properties of the cooled SIGIS under investigation with the SINIS and the V → 0 biased SIGIS.
The bolometer scheme is sketched in Fig. 6a . It consists of a SIGIS system connected to an external voltage generator V ext = 2V , being V the voltage drop across a single junction. The graphene is also connected to the superconducting antenna by mean of a clean superconductor/graphene junction. The superconducting antenna allows to carry the P in power without dissipation and trap it in graphene since the superconducting leads work as Andreev mirror [46, 48] , reducing the thermal leak-age to the antenna. It is important to remark that the distance between the antenna electrodes must be enough to make negligible the Josephson coupling through proximity effect [89] . The electric current I in the circuit is measured by means of inductance coupled to a SQUID [90] or SQUIPT [7, [91] [92] [93] read-out.
We start our investigation with the responsivity, defined as a power-to-current transfer function:
where I(ω) and P in (ω) are respectively the electric current and the input power signal in the frequency domain. We calculate the responsivity as the product of the power-to-temperature transfer function T T P in Eq. (30) with the temperature-to-current transfer function T IT = ∂ ∆TG I. Under another point of view, the product of the two transfer functions is equivalent to calculate the derivative R = ∂ Pin I by the factorization R = ∂ TG I × (∂ TG P in ) −1 , since T T P = ∂ Pin ∆T [48] . We obtain
The responsivity has a cut-off at the frequency ω 0 = 1/τ th . We focus on the low frequency limit, valid when the band of the input signal is sufficiently below the cut-off frequency. Fig. 6b reports a color map of R versus V and T B , obtained by Eq. (32) using the numerical derivative of the tunnel expressions (4), (5) . Cuts of panel (b) versus V are reported in Fig. 6c . The responsivity shows a peak on the red dashed curve V R opt (T B ). The latter does not coincide with V opt (dotted black in Fig.  6b ), which maximize the cooling performances. Indeed, V R opt (T B ) and V opt are different by definition, since the former is obtained by maximizing ∂ TG I/∂ TG P in and the latter by maximizing P GIS . V R opt (T B ) is located closely below ∆(T B )/e. Above this voltage the current characteristics I(V, T G , T B ) lose sensitivity to temperature since they converge to the ohmic behavior I = V /R t . On the other hand, for V well below the gap, the current is suppressed.
Other physical features of responsivity are represented in Fig. 6d . Here, the solid curves are calculated by considering graphene cooling, while the dashed curves are obtained by imposing T G,b = T B , i.e. disregarding the cooling effect. This treatment corresponds to a physical situation where a spurious heating source completely spoils the cooling power of the junction. For completeness, we include the clean and dirty graphene regimes, represented by different colors.
Let us investigate how the difference of graphene regime affects the responsivity. To this aim, we consider firstly the dashed curves representing the absence of cooling, where we can notice that the clean case is slightly more responsive. The reason is due to the enhanced power-to-temperature transfer function T T P . Indeed, in both the dashed results (T G,b = T B ) the temperature to current transfer function T IT in Eq. (32) is the same, since it is a property of the junction depending only on V, T G , T S . But the transfer function T T P changes between a clean or dirty graphene regime, since the phonon thermal conductance is lower in the clean case. This means that, given a power input, the temperature raise ∆T G is bigger in the clean case with a resulting greater current response.
The comparison of dashed and solid curves in Fig. 6d evidences that the presence of an active cooling enhances the responsivity. The graphene base temperature is lower for clean graphene regime (see Sec. III) resulting in a stronger enhancement of responsivity respect to the dirty graphene case.
A physical insight to this argument can be obtained by using the low temperature approximations studied above. We underline that these expressions hold for V opt and not V R opt , but they give enough information for a physical picture. The responsivity at low temperatures is
where the numerator is T IT and the denominator is T −1
T P . As in the previous section the denominator shows the presence of two regimes separated by the crossover temperature T G,cr in Eq. (25) . The regime at T G,b
T G,cr is dominated by the e/ph thermal channel with responsivity
The regime at T G,b T G,cr is dominated by the junction thermal channel with responsivity at V opt
This expression does not involve any graphene property but is obtained by the ratio of the two junction properties ∂ TG I and G GIS = ∂ TG P GIS . In particular, both terms scale as 1/R t and the tunnel resistance does not directly affect the responsivity at low temperatures. The responsivity increases by decreasing the graphene temperature. This is confirmed also by Fig. 6b,c; we underline that here R is plotted versus T B but T G,b decreases with T B as shown in Fig. 3d .
We now focus on another important figure of merit for bolometers, the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP), which is defined as the signal power necessary to have a signal-tonoise ratio equal to 1 with a bandwidth of 1 Hz [94] .
The total NEP of the SIGIS is given by different contributions [48] where the three terms are associated to the junction, the e/ph coupling and the amplifier read-out, respectively. The factor 2 in front of NEP 2 GIS takes into account the two junctions, assuming their noises to be uncorrelated [95] , which is essentially related to the fact that temperature fluctuations are small in comparison to the stationary value of T G [11] .
The contribution to the junction NEP is given by fluctuations in both the electric and heat currents:
where the quantities in angled brackets are the low frequency spectral densities of fluctuations [48] . I 2 is the current fluctuation [48] 
The fluctuation of the tunneling rate is mirrored in a fluctuation P 2 of the tunneled heat
Since the two fluctuations I 2 and P 2 are given by the tunneling of the same carriers, a non null correlation exists [48] :
In these integrals the energy dependence of graphene has been neglected, according to the approximation done in Sec. II. Figure 7 report the NEP components for T B = 0.3 K. Panel (a) shows the contributions to NEP GIS in Eq. (37) . For completeness, the NEP calculated by neglecting the cross-correlation between I 2 and P 2 is also reported
By comparing NEP uncorr and NEP GIS we can notice that IP term brings a correction that reduces the total NEP. The cross-correlation is positive except in the region above the gap voltage ∆/e + 0.6k B T G /e < V < ∆/e + 1.3k B T G /e. Outside this region, the crosscorrelation partially cancels the shot noise and the heat noise [48] . The NEP due to the junction noise is smaller in a SIGIS bolometer respect to a SINIS bolometer. Indeed, NEP GIS scales as R −1/2 t and good cooling characteristics can be reached in a SIGIS with a tunnel resistance one order of magnitude greater respect to a SINIS. As a consequence, the NEP GIS is lower for a factor ∼ 3.
Let us consider the other NEP contributions beside the junction. The contribution associated to the noise in the e/ph channel and can be roughly estimated by a generalization of expression in Ref. [48] NEP 2 e/ph = 2δk
At equilibrium T G = T B = T the NEP takes the standard form NEP thermal conductance is one order of magnitude lower, yielding a NEP decrease of a factor ∼ 3. Finally, we consider the read-out NEP due to the amplifier noise I 2 amp
and we assume I 2 amp ≈ 0.05pA/ √ Hz [48] .
Panel (b) of Fig. 7 shows the different contributions to the total NEP at T B = 0.3 K versus V . In panels (a) and (b) the quantity NEP GIS is the same. We notice that NEP tot has a minimum close to the optimal bias. Here, the three contributions are of the same order of magnitude and yield NEP tot = 1.6 × 10 −18 W/ √ Hz. Away from the optimal point, the read-out NEP dominates. This means that in order to optimize the total NEP it is important to reduce the noise of the measurement circuitry.
The electronic cooling influences the NEP in two ways: on one side decreases the thermal fluctuations of electrons in graphene, on the other it enhances the responsivity (see Fig. 7b ). The former effect is quantified by the low temperature expressions [48] . The latter effect involves all the contributions that have R at the denominator. This is remarked by the total NEP versus (V, T B ) shown in Fig. 7c,d , that resembles the inverse of responsivity in panels 6b,c.
We now investigate the effects of the carrier density n on the bolometric properties to evaluate the influence of the gating. The responsivity is not affected by n, since T T P ∝ G ∝ n 1/4 . The read-out term instead does not depend on n. Hence, the NEP is a weakly increasing function of n. Considered that generally the gating can vary n from the residual charge n 0 of a factor 100 at most, the NEP can vary of a factor ∼ 3. The bolometric properties can be considered stable under charge variations or fluctuations.
We conclude this section by comparing the investigated cooled SIGIS bolometer with a SINIS bolometer [48, 49] and a V → 0 biased SIGIS bolometer [65, 66, 88, 96] (for brevity, 0V-SIGIS in the following) in terms of: response time, responsivity and NEP.
The response time in the SIGIS is the fastest, indeed its τ th is on the order of 10ns, meanwhile in a SINIS the τ th is in the range 10 ns-1 µs [48, 51] and in a 0V-SIGIS is τ th ∼ 0.1 µs−1 µs [65] . The longer SINIS response time is due to the larger metal capacity with respect to graphene. In the 0V-SIGIS, the longer response time is due to the lowered heat conductance G tot due to suppression of the junction channel.
The responsivity in a SIGIS is in general improved respect to a SINIS. Indeed, the lower thermal conductance in graphene (due to the lower e/ph coupling) increases the term T T P in R = T T P T IT . We remark that the term T IT is the same for the two kind of bolometers, since they share the same tunneling equations. The comparison of the cooled SIGIS with a 0V-SIGIS is not straightforward due to the different detection schemes. It can be expected that the very low thermal conductance (due only to e/ph coupling) enhances R in a 0V-SIGIS respect to the other two devices.
The NEP in a SIGIS is lower with respect to a SINIS, due to the lower electron/phonon thermal conductance and to the possibility of using a greater tunnel resistance. The NEP in the cooled SIGIS is ∼ 1.5 × 10 −18 WHz −1/2 and in a SINIS is ∼ 4.5 × 10 −18 WHz −1/2 . In a 0V-SIGIS the NEP is the lowest, due essentially to the fact that the junction noise is reduced and the electron-phonon noise plays the relevant role and NEP tot ∼ 10
or lower can be reached, but at price of a longer time response [65, 66] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
In this paper we have investigated the electron cooling in graphene when tunnel-contacted to form a SIGIS device and its application as a bolometer.
We have studied the electron cooling by voltage biasing the junctions, exploiting the same mechanism of a SINIS system. The low electron-phonon coupling in graphene allows to have a sensible temperature decrease even for a large area graphene flakes and a high tunnel resistance (100 µm 2 , 10 kΩ), differently from a SINIS where a low tunnel resistance is required for adsorbing the larger phonon-heating.
We have then studied the dynamics of the SIGIS cooler. We obtained the dependence of the thermal relaxation time on temperature and voltage bias and estimated its magnitude to tenths of nanoseconds.
Finally, we investigated the possibility of employing the cooled SIGIS system for bolometric applications. We found out that the electron cooling enhances the responsivity and decreases the Noise Equivalent Power compared to similar systems in the absence of an efficient cooling mechanism. Moreover, the smaller electron/phonon coupling and the possibility of using greater tunnel resistances allow to reach low Noise Equivalent Power of the order 10 −18 W/ √ Hz.
Further developments for our system can be explored. Many known strategies already employed to the SINIS coolers/bolometers can be inherited. Among them, suspended graphene can show very interesting cooling characteristics due to the combined refrigeration of electrons and phonons [97, 98] .
